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About Kreatize

_ KREATIZE is a leading company for cloud manufacturing dedicated to 
 radically improving the procurement and production experience of the hard
ware industry. Founded in 2015 by Simon Tüchelmann (CEO) and  Daniel A.  Garcia 
 Rodriguez (CTO), the KREATIZE team is accelerating innovation by  providing 
 manufacturing that the world loves. They are doing this by building a cloud 
 manufacturing infrastructure that helps companies make better decisions, and 
get parts faster as well as easier than ever before.

Our ultimate goal
KREATIZE drives innovations that change the world. We offer our customers the 
 opportunity to innovate, design great products sustainably, and bring them to 
 market quickly. 

What drives us
We are changing the world of manufacturing, true to our mission: “manufacturing 
the world loves”, because we believe in a digital and agile European  manufacturing  
world.
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Introduction:
_ Building new and more intelligent processes around B&C parts procurement is 
a key strategic pillar for hardware companies of all sizes and across all sectors. And 
while awareness of their potential impact exists, a  dedicated and non-resource- 
intensive approach has been lacking. New technology is changing this. Cloud manu
facturing platform KREATIZE offers reliable – and on time – B&C parts procurement 
outsourcing. This way, hardware companies can focus on sourcing A-parts with 
 stronger supply relationships while seeing an immediate effect on their bottom line:

Once parts have been uploaded into 
the KREATIZE Manufacturing  Service 
platform (KMS), they are “cloud-
ready”, and eligible for pay-per-use 
 manufacturing

Process automation:

Using KREATIZE’s B&C parts 
 procurement processes, hardware 
companies can significantly reduce 
their active suppliers immediately,  
and able to achieve fully automated 
B&C parts  procurement over time

Reduces the number of active 
suppliers for B&C parts:

On average, KREATIZE can achieve  
a 10–20% reduction on both hourly 
rates and B&C parts prices

Cheaper parts and lower 
operational costs:

Through its full-service approach, 
KREATIZE reduces the necessity  
of large team and resource intense  
inquiry efforts 

80% reduction of procurement 
and administrative overhead:

Because hardware companies save on 
the procurement of B&C parts, they 
can concentrate on making  processes 
around A-parts smarter and more 
 standardized – and save costs.

Enhanced standardization 
of A-Parts:
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With its innovative cloud manufacturing technology, KREATIZE is  transforming 
traditional B&C sourcing processes and opening opportunities for hardware 
 companies of all sizes to take advantage of these new and cost saving benefits.

“KREATIZE is transforming traditional B&C 
sourcing processes and opening opportunities 

for hardware companies.
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1.  ABC PARTS: AN OVERVIEW
_ Known as an ABC analysis, in operational inventory practice, parts are 
 ordered according to descending value and strategic significance in  production. 
While determining factors can differ from company to company, key metrics 
 usually are the variety or number of distinct parts compared to their value in the 
end product. Using this logic, allows for the parts’ segmentation to one of these 
three groups.

In the graphic above, each pillar represents a part 
that a company must procure or manufacture to 
 ensure the making of their final product. A-parts 
tend to have a highvalue but a smaller number of 
 distinct parts, i.e., a lower number of active  suppliers. 
Bparts are those with a medium value and  medium 
number of distinct parts. 
Finally, C-parts usually are those with a low value, 
but high number of distinct parts. During manufac
turing, hardware companies are  usually  required 
to interact with a dedicated supplier for each part, 
making B&C parts particularly time consuming from 
a sourcing perspective.

Note: There are 
 other ways to de
termine the seg
mentation, including 
the respective com
ponent’s importance 
for the function of 
the end product, 
how  easily it can 
be replaced, or the 
quantity of  available 
suppliers

Value (€)

Number of Distinct Parts

A

B

C
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2.  THE B&C PARTS DILEMMA 
_ For hardware companies, the consequence of this segmentation means 
that the sum of interactions required to procure B&C parts is particularly  onerous 
compared to their overall importance. This creates a variety of further resource 
intensive processes including engagement with many active suppliers,  additional 
price negotiations, quality controls, as well as additional  logistical  challenges. 
Hardware companies are then forced to spend a tremendous amount of their 
overhead on procuring parts of lower strategic relevance. In fact,  today,  industry 
 experience shows that the sector tends to spend around 80% of their time 
 sourcing B&C parts – only 20% of a product’s total value. At the same time, A-parts 
tend to make up about 80% of the value – with far greater strategic  relevance – 
but receive, on average, only 20% of time allocation. 

“Hardware companies spend around 
80% of their time sourcing B&C parts – 

only 20% of a product’s value.

Consequently, resources invested in B&C parts procurement not only curb 
 existing revenue potentials, but also significantly restrain innovation and scaling 
 opportunities for hardware companies. To achieve more goal-oriented, sustain
able, and profitable manufacturing ventures, overcoming such tedious processes 
and B&C parts procurement costs is a priority for hardware companies.
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3.  FOCUS ON THE VALUE OF A-PARTS
_ In return, by being able to shift more attention to the A-part portfolio,  hardware 
companies will improve their daily operations immediately, and significantly. In 
 addition to creating a more competitive and leaner hardware supply chain, the 
extra time and resources can be invested into other more worthwhile business 
ventures such as:

Relationship Building: Once hardware companies have increased capacity 
to work more closely with suppliers on their A-parts, they are able to adjust, 
for example, certain material tolerances as well as processes. An enhanced 
 collaboration with A-part suppliers is directly linked to significant cost savings 
for hardware companies of any size

Enhanced Negotiation Strategies: By achieving significant time savings,
hardware companies are placed in a new negotiation position. Through this, 
they are enabled to, for example, look into alternative supply partners with 
better conditions for their A-parts

Better Material Pricing: Hardware companies can use resources saved to 
renegotiate their current material prices

Product Innovation: In most cases procurement departments operate
 under such time pressuring conditions, that they function as mere agents 
 between suppliers and developers. With the time saved through  outsourcing 
B&C parts, hardware companies are actually enabled to engage with their 
 suppliers and build better products due to more frequent feedback rounds

Improvement & Digitization of the Procurement of A-parts: 
Improving existing processes around the sourcing of A-part is highly   
complex. Being able to revisit theses processes and update them  accordingly, 
is  directly linked to tremendous resource savings 
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Hardware companies have a choice: Build or maintain large and resource- intensive 
procurement departments on their own, or focus on accelerating automation for 
B&C sub-set parts by partnering with cloud manufacturers such as KREATIZE.

“Automating B&C parts procurement enables 
companies to focus on their A-parts portfolio, 
which improves daily operations significantly.
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4.  SHIFT YOUR B&C PARTS TO KREATIZE
_ KREATIZE makes the automation of B&C procurement possible by  combining 
inhouse engineering expertise and cloud technology. Their clear roadmap for 
working with hardware companies effectively includes a holistic and transparent 
overview on each project’s savings potential to ensure expectations and results 
are aligned from the beginning.

1. Understanding Your Project: Alignment & Discovery
Handing over the burden of sourcing B&C parts to KREATIZE immediately  creates 
significant resource savings for hardware companies. Looking  specifically at 
the different part types, their diverse materials, as well as processes and post- 
processes, our dedicated team of top-notch engineers and account  managers 
thoroughly analyze each customer’s B&C parts portfolio. Determining which small, 
but high variety parts can be produced in our cloud  manufacturing  network, we 
quickly assess how much we can reduce the client company’s part sourcing 
 investment. Should a specific part not fit our scope, we are able to  immediately 
inform the company. 

Following our initial analysis, KREATIZE presents the client company with a first 
concept regarding process times for all B&C parts identified as being within our 
manufacturing scope. Based on our experience with our manufacturing partners, 
we also estimate savings potentials presented in an openbookcalculation.

2. Our Proof-of-Concept: Pilot
As a company, KREATIZE is committed to delivering manufacturing services that 
lead to products of the highest quality. We strive to fully understand all require
ments of  every client project including packaging, labeling, documentation and 
more. During the pilot stage, KREATIZE trials the manufacturing of each part  using 
its global network of manufacturing partners. We build and deliver a proof-of- 
concept to  ensure all terms regarding quality, delivery time and pricing with the 
contracting hardware company.
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3. Ready to go: Pay-per-use manufacturing
After KREATIZE has fully understood all production requirements and proven its 
ability to deliver the identified B&C parts with the required quality, we define a 
scope of parts ready for one-click-manufacturing through the KREATIZE Manu
facturing Services (KMS) platform. The scope is increased as necessary, allowing 
hardware companies to repeat the order whenever needed and in different quan
tities with 100% transparency via our cloud solution. With KREATIZE handling the 
majority of B&C parts, client companies save cash and create new capacities for 
A-parts sourcing, as described in chapter three. To strengthen systems over the 
long term, KREATIZE will be positioned to establish a direct link between KMS and 
the client company’s enterprise resource planning system (ERP). This enables 
a fully automated supply chain, which leads to a significant reduction of inquiry 
 efforts for B&C parts. As an example, a direct link from KMS to the customer’s ERP 
system allows for fully automated ordering and reordering directly out of the ERP 
system, which frees time and resources for the purchasing department.

Hardware companies invest 80% of their time into sourcing B&C parts 
(20% of total parts) from hundreds of active suppliers.

KREATIZE analyses B&C parts portfolio and  identifies those parts, which it can handle 
through its automated network. This makes them ready for pay-per-use manufacturing.

Using KREATIZE’s B&C parts procurement processes, hardware companies can reduce their active 
suppliers immediately, fully automate the procurement of their B&C parts, and focus on their A parts.

To find out how KREATIZE can reduce your B&C-part burden,
feel free to  contact us.
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Contacts  
Kreatize Berlin HQ
KREATIZE GmbH
Dessauer Str. 28–29
10963 Berlin
Germany

E-Mail: info@kreatize.com
www.kreatize.com
Phone: +49 (0) 7071 143 10 70


